CHAPTER VIII
AGRICULTURE1
two preceding chapters have been concerned with some of
JL the industrial and commercial activities of the Survey Area. In
this chapter the agricultural industry of the district is described.
In former days, agriculture might well have taken first pkce in any
description of the economic life of Oxford and its neighbourhood,
since Oxfordshire was a purely agricultural county until the post-war
period. But now, the agricultural industry here has become of
secondary importance in so far as the employment it provides and
the interest it arouses are concerned. This is partly accounted for by
the general, world-wide depression which has overtaken agriculture
in recent years, but it is also due to more special and local reasons.
Oxford has become industrialized owing to the establishment of the
flourishing motor industry. This has reacted upon the local agricul-
tural industry in two ways. In the first pkce the supply of workers
has diminished, as the men have been attracted to the motor factories
by the high wages prevailing there. Secondly, building has spread
out into the country-side around Oxford, converting many villages
into suburban settlements and many fields into sites for housing
estates, and breaking up farms by inflating land values far beyond
their agricultural level. The report which follows traces the effects
of some of these new factors affecting agriculture in the Area, as well
as describing the natural conditions in which the industry works.
Soils.
From the agricultural standpoint the Survey Area has not been
particukrly well endowed by nature. For the most part the soil is
poor in natural fertility and yields per acre are accordingly below the
average for the country as a whole. The principal soils found in the
Area may be classified for agricultural purposes under five main
heads, distributed as shown in the diagrammatic map on p. 124.
The alluvium of the valleys of the Thames, the Windrush, and the
Evenlode, generally a heavy, rather peaty soil (as in Port Meadow),
grows somewhat poor grass. In the valleys of the Cherwell and the
Thame, however, it is considerably more productive, and the
meadows in the neighbourhood of Waterstock and Waterperry are
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